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Abstract

Inhomogeneous networks and reference frames are an important issue for Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). In this work we
examine the performance of southern stations and baselines in routine VLBI experiments. A positive impact on baseline length repeata-
bilities of the increased observing effort by the Australian AuScope VLBI antennas is found by analysing three years of global rapid-
turnaround VLBI sessions: while worse results are found for southern baselines compared to northern baselines for the first half of
the investigated sessions, the northern and southern baseline length repeatabilities are about the same in the second half of the period.
In simulations, the actual observing plan with a significantly lower number of observations for southern stations is identified as a major
reason for the worse length WRMS for southern baselines, though other factors seem to influence the results as well. Simulating radio
source position uncertainties, effects of up to 10 mm are found on baseline length WRMS for long southern baselines. Improving all
source position uncertainties through more frequent observations to better than 50 las could reduce this effect by up to 30%.
� 2015 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) is a space
geodetic technique measuring the emission from extra-
galactic radio sources with globally distributed radio
antennas. Global observations are coordinated by the
International VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry
(IVS; Schuh and Behrend, 2012) and made freely available
to the public (e.g. at http://ivscc.gsfc.nasa.gov).
Positions of the observed radio sources make up the
International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF2; Ma
et al., 2009), the most precise quasi-inertial reference frame.
Besides that, VLBI is uniquely capable of fully determining
the Earth’s orientation in space in terms of the Earth orien-
tation parameters (EOPs). Together with the Global
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Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), Satellite Laser
Ranging (SLR), and Doppler Orbitography and
Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS), VLBI
is used to establish the geodetic coordinate system on
Earth, the International Terrestrial Reference Frame
(ITRF2008; Altamimi et al., 2011).

The ideal network of VLBI antennas would be homoge-
neously distributed around the globe and observe continu-
ously, 24 h a day, 7 days a week (24/7). In practice, the
northern hemisphere dominates in both landmass and
countries capable of contributing to radio astronomy
research by funding dedicated observatories. As a conse-
quence, there is a highly unequal distribution of VLBI
radio telescopes contributing to the IVS. The lack of radio
telescopes also causes an uneven distribution of radio
sources in the ICRF, in both the number of sources as well
as their nominal uncertainties (Ma et al., 2009). In short,
the ICRF2 is more sparse and less accurate in the south.
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Fig. 1. Map of stations participating in the 2012–2014 R1 and R4 sessions.

1 At the time of writing, not all data for 2014 were available.
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Irregular antenna availability, e.g. due to shared facilities
with astronomical observing or operational and budget
constraints, does not allow for full 24/7 observing and
causes the observing network to change from session to
session.

The Australian AuScope VLBI array (Lovell et al.,
2013) was built in order to tackle these issues, i.e. to (a)
increase the number of stations and observations in the
southern hemisphere and (b) strengthen the celestial refer-
ence frame in the south. An improvement in positions of
southern stations through an increase of observations is
expected (station position uncertainties scale with the
inverse square root of the number of observations). On
the other hand, it is not clear in what way southern stations
and baselines will profit from a better southern hemisphere
CRF. Previous studies confirmed that erroneous source
positions can affect other geodetic results like estimated
EOPs (MacMillan and Ma, 2007; Nilsson et al., 2012). In
an analysis of VLBI data until 2006, Titov (2007) showed
that the selection of reference radio sources can have a sig-
nificant effect on VLBI station positions. This effect is
increased for isolated stations (e.g. in the southern hemi-
sphere) and stations with a very low number of observa-
tions (e.g. due to low antenna slew speeds).

In this work we investigate the performance of southern
hemisphere VLBI stations due to a lower number of obser-
vations as well as due to observing sources with less accu-
rate astrometry than their northern counterparts. In
Section 2 the motivation of this study is provided by anal-
ysis of three years of standard geodetic VLBI observational
data. We use simulations to investigate the influence of the
observation schedule on geodetic parameters in Section 3,
in particular focusing on the difference between northern
and southern hemispheres. Our findings are summarised
in Section 4.

2. VLBI analysis

IVS rapid-turnaround sessions (R1, R4) are undertaken
twice a week. Using a fairly stable network of about 7–11
antennas, the data are shipped, correlated and analysed
usually within two weeks of the experiment. The timeliness
of the data, but also the high cadence and hence large
amount of observations, make the IVS R-sessions a strong
contributor to the standard VLBI products, such as the
EOPs, TRF, and CRF.
2.1. The data

In our investigation, we analysed three years of rapid
sessions from 2012 to 2014.1 Excluding stations that only
observed in 1–2 sessions, we find a total of 24 stations
observing 463 sources in 302 rapid sessions. As can be seen
in Fig. 1, 9 stations are in the southern hemisphere whereas
the other 15 in the northern hemisphere. Despite this clear
imbalance, for each session the participating stations are
distributed as uniformly as possible. On average, 5 north-
ern stations and 4 southern stations contributed to each
R-session. In Table 1 the stations are listed in order of
increasing latitude (from south to north), showing the
number of sessions in which each station took part as well
as the median number of scans and observations per ses-
sion. While a scan is defined as several antennas observing
the same source, when more than two antennas observe the
identical source at the same time, in one scan one antenna
can have several observations with other antennas. When
observing in global networks, at each observation epoch
the antennas are usually divided in sub-nets, each of them
observing one common source. For a antennas observing
the same source, the number of observations (or baselines
b) in this scan usually is b ¼ aða� 1Þ=2. The process of
how these sub-nets are chosen, as well as the selection of
target sources and observation epochs is commonly
referred to as scheduling. Scheduling is a complex proce-
dure including a number of optimisation processes, e.g.
described in Petrov et al. (2009) or Sun et al. (2014).
Besides basic geometrical issues, the number of scans per
station is mainly influenced by the antenna capabilities in
terms of sensitivity and slewing speed. One can generally
say that larger antennas are much more sensitive than small
antennas, however they usually need more time for slewing



Table 1
Statistics of stations, number of sessions (sess), and median number of scans and observations (obs) per session of the 2012–2014 R1 and R4 sessions.
Stations are ordered with increasing latitude, from south to north. In brackets, the size of the dish is given for each antenna. For both hemispheres, we also
calculated the median numbers for northern and southern antennas. Besides the numbers for all sessions, we compare the statistics for the first (2012–2013/
6) and the second half (2013/7–2014) of the investigated period.

Station (dish) 2012–2014 2012–2013/6 2013/7–2014

sess scans obs sess scans obs sess scans obs

Hb (12 m) 151 224 415 58 189 336 93 234 461
Ho (26 m) 10 175 341 10 175 341 – – –
Tc (6 m) 224 128 221 147 131 223 77 117 220
Ww (12 m) 23 157 341 11 129 177 12 166 373
Yg (12 m) 135 219 430 45 183 292 90 226 491
Hh (26 m) 59 190 399 38 192 409 21 187 383
Ht (15 m) 66 265 572 5 137 344 61 270 575
Ke (12 m) 142 243 473 53 223 391 89 244 544
Ft (14 m) 244 152 313 120 153 313 124 150 311
South 135 190 399 45 175 336 83 207 422

Kk (20 m) 220 243 547 116 245 540 104 240 550
Sh (25 m) 21 378 1021 10 380 1097 11 347 919
Ai (10 m) 20 174 444 – – – 20 174 444
Ts (32 m) 122 440 1003 72 420 943 50 483 1158
Ys (40 m) 83 299 984 43 305 1052 40 286 900
Ma (20 m) 99 257 635 59 265 640 40 248 625
Wf (18 m) 91 312 762 49 312 780 42 312 698
Ur (25 m) 13 265 766 5 291 899 8 265 725
Zc (32 m) 68 280 849 33 295 952 35 270 816
Mc (32 m) 37 275 855 24 276 998 13 262 777
Wz (20 m) 278 328 845 155 330 860 123 314 833
Bd (32 m) 70 264 819 32 290 932 38 255 729
On (20 m) 59 326 1084 35 341 1111 24 294 1082
Sv (32 m) 57 301 1032 33 314 1142 24 269 835
Ny (20 m) 269 313 856 141 333 890 128 297 813
North 70 299 849 39 309 938 38 270 813
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from one source to the next. The actual on-source time is
then proportional to the combined sensitivity of both
antennas of a baseline observation.

Scheduling of the IVS R1 and R4 sessions is done using
the software SKED Gipson, 2012. While the scheduling
process itself requires experience, steady research and
adaptations to changing conditions like variable antenna
networks, this is not the topic of our investigation. In this
paper we rather concentrate on the output of this process
and how an increased observing effort of the Australian
VLBI antennas positively influenced the results.

As a last comment on this topic it shall be mentioned
that the numbers given in Table 1 refer to the observations
that were actually used in the analysis. Due to bad observa-
tions or antenna failures, these can differ from the origi-
nally scheduled number of observations.

The first thing clearly evident in Table 1 is the fact that
southern stations have much less scans than the northern
ones, namely 190 versus 299 in median scans per station
per session. This is likely due to the fact that many of the
southern stations are of smaller dish size and hence need
longer on-source times to reach a certain level of signal
to noise ratio. The second number we give is the median
number of observations per station per session. We again
find a significant difference between stations of the two
hemispheres, with 849 observations for northern stations
and 399 observations for southern stations. While part of
it is a direct result of the lower number of scans for the
southern stations, another reason could be the lack of suit-
able partner stations for common baselines in the more
sparsely populated southern hemisphere. It is well known
(e.g. Schuh and Böhm, 2013; Petrachenko et al., 2009) that
a high number of scans per station helps to better resolve
the troposphere and minimise its error on the observations
and that a high number of observables improves the station
position accuracy. As a consequence, stations with lower
numbers of scans and observations might have worse
results.

The Australian AuScope VLBI array (Lovell et al.,
2013) consists of three 12 m radio telescopes in Hobart
(Hb), Katherine (Ke), and Yarragadee (Yg). Constructed
in the year 2010, once all telescopes were properly set up
and regularly delivered good results AuScope has con-
tributed to the R1 and R4 sessions on a regular basis with
one or two antennas. In mid 2013 operational funding
allowed to increase this observing effort to full participa-
tion of all three telescopes. In addition new southern anten-
nas were built in Warkworth (Ww, 12 m) and
Hartebeesthoek (Ht, 15 m), also supporting the IVS R
observing program. In order to investigate the effect of
the increased efforts of these new antennas, we compare
two time periods: one from the start of 2012 until June



Table 2
Statistics of observed sources and number of observations to these sources
for the 2012–2014 R1 and R4 sessions. We compare sessions before and
after mid-2013 and bin the sources into four regions by declination.

½�90�;�40�� ½�40�; 0�� ½0�; 40�� ½40�; 90��
2012–2013/6 (156 sessions)

Sources 45 108 179 68
Observations 20,053 72,221 148,167 176,959
Obs. per session 129 463 950 1134
2013/7–2014 (146 sessions)

Sources 58 116 199 78
Observations 32,997 93,092 146,099 155,315
Obs. per session 226 638 1001 1064
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30, 2013 and the other from July 1 until the most recent
available session of December 22, 2014. The first period
corresponds to the previously standard IVS rapid sessions,
while the second period includes more intensive AuScope
participation. As a first effect of the new stations we find
an increase in the mean total number of stations from 8
in 2012–2013/6 to 9 in 2013/7–2014. With the additional
southern stations, in mean we now find 4 southern and 5
northern stations per session compared to a ratio of 3
and 5 respectively for 2012–2013/6.

Comparing the two time periods, we find that while the
average number of both scans and observations decreased
by about 13% for northern stations, it increased by 18%
and 25% in scans and observations respectively for the
southern ones. In Fig. 2 we give the number of observa-
tions for each of the southern stations and compare the
two time periods before/after mid-2013. Additionally we
distinguish between observations to other southern stations
and those to northern stations. Except of the 15 m antenna
in Hartebeesthoek (Ht), we find that the additional obser-
vations for sessions after mid-2013 are predominantly to
stations in the south while the number of observations to
northern antennas did not change significantly. This is
shown graphically in Fig. 2. One reason for this could be
that with more fast antennas in the southern hemisphere
observing together, additional common scans could be
added to the schedule while the larger and slower antennas
are slewing.

In Table 2 we give the statistics of the observed sources
in the two sets of sessions, before and after mid-2013.
Hereby the sources are binned by declination into four
regions. We find that most of the observed sources are in
Fig. 2. Median number of observations per session for the southern
stations. We distinguish between observations to other stations on the
southern hemisphere (red) and those to northern stations (blue). This is
done for the two time periods, 2012–2013/6 (left bars) and 2013/7–2014
(right bars). Stations are ordered, from left to right, with increasing
latitude. As Hobart26 (Ho) did not observe in any R1/R4 session since
mid-2013, this station was omitted here. For the AuScope stations as well
as for Ht and Ww, a clear increase in south–south observations is found
for the later sessions. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
the northern sky, at declinations between 0� and 40�. The
majority of observations per session is found for sources
even further north, at declinations above 40�. Overall, the
distribution of observations is highly imbalanced, with
only 22%=29% of all observations to southern sources,
for the two sets of sessions respectively. It is also visible
that with the new schedules after mid 2013 the number of
observations to southern sources has significantly
increased, from about 590 observations per session to
about 870.
2.2. Analysis of observational data

Starting from the pre-processed data files in NGS-for-
mat, as provided by the IVS, the analysis of the above
set of 302 sessions was performed using the Vienna VLBI
Software (VieVS; Böhm et al., 2012). We applied standard
analysis settings, estimating one set of station coordinates,
EOPs, and source coordinates per session. The VieTRF13
(Krásná et al., 2014) was used as an a priori terrestrial ref-
erence frame for station positions and linear velocities.
Station corrections were applied in accordance with the
IERS Conventions 2010 (Petit and Luzum, 2010), addi-
tionally correcting for tidal and non-tidal atmosphere load-
ing, as provided by the Vienna University of Technology
(Wijaya et al., 2013). Antenna coordinates were then esti-
mated by applying a no-net-rotation (NNR) and a no-
net-translation (NNT) condition on all stations. Source
coordinates were also estimated, applying an NNR condi-
tion on the ICRF2 defining sources (Ma et al., 2009).
Clocks were modeled as piecewise linear offsets every
60 min with one rate and one quadratic term per clock.
Relative constraints of 1.3 cm after 60 min were used.
For the troposphere, zenith wet delays were estimated
every 60 min with 1.5 cm constraints and gradients were
estimated every 6 h using constraints of 0.5 mm. For the
weighting of the observations we used the inverse of the
sum of squared formal uncertainties as given in the NGS
files and, as these tend to be too optimistic, added a further
noise floor of 1 cm2.

We compare results in terms of the weighted root mean
square (WRMS) of the baseline lengths, called baseline
length repeatabilities in the following. The WRMS was
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calculated using the session-wise estimated residual base-
line lengths, which are the offsets to the a priori modelled
baselines for the individual times of the observations.
Hence, long-term station motions due to plate tectonics
or tidal displacements were considered in the analysis and
are not part of the baseline length repeatabilities. Only
baseline estimates within �10 cm of the a priori value were
included and baselines with less than five sessions in an
investigated time period were eliminated from the statistics.
To compare the two hemispheres, the baselines are split
into southern baselines (SS) between two southern stations,
northern baselines (NN) and mixed (NS) baselines between
a station in the southern hemisphere and one in the north-
ern hemisphere.

Baseline length repeatabilities are a standard quality
measure of geodetic VLBI data (MacMillan and Ma,
1994; Titov, 2009), independent of the underlying reference
frame. As most of the new southern stations are not yet
included in the most recent ITRF (ITRF2008; Altamimi
et al., 2011) we chose this method rather than, for example,
station positions. Baseline repeatabilities usually scale with
the length of the baseline. In order to compare different sets
of baselines or solutions, we performed a quadratic fit to
the sets of SS and NN baselines and compare the WRMS
for three baseline lengths, 2000 km, 6000 km, and
10,000 km (Table 3). For the NS baselines, a linear fit
was done.

In Table 3 the repeatabilities are shown for the three sets
of baselines, as well as for three different time periods: all
investigated sessions between 2012 and 2014, the first half
of the period from 2012 to mid-2013, and the period with
increased observing effort of southern stations after mid-
2013. The results of the latter two are visualised in
Figs. 3 and 4.

It is clearly evident in Fig. 3 that in the first half of the
investigated period southern baselines are less precisely
determined in terms of their length WRMS than northern
baselines. For medium (6000 km) and long baselines
(10,000 km) this difference is 7 mm in WRMS (Table 3).
On the other hand, the inequality of the two hemispheres
has almost vanished in the sessions after mid-2013
Table 3
WRMS of baseline lengths determined for the investigated R1 and R4
sessions. Values are given for three baseline lengths and we distinguish
between southern (SS), mixed (NS), and northern (NN) baselines. Further
the comparison is done between the results for the full set of sessions
between 2012 and 2014 and the two sets of sessions before/after mid-2013.

2012–2014 2012–2013/6 2013/7–2014
WRMS 2=6=10 � 103 km 2=6=10 � 103 km 2=6=10 � 103 km

Real observations

SS 8/15/26 mm 9/18/28 mm 8/12/23 mm
NS –/16/23 mm –/16/23 mm –/16/23 mm
NN 7/13/24 mm 6/11/21 mm 7/12/23 mm
Simulations

SS 6/14/25 mm 6/16/26 mm 5/14/24 mm
NS –/13/22 mm –/15/24 mm –/13/21 mm
NN 4/10/18 mm 4/10/17 mm 4/10/18 mm
(Fig. 3, right), showing good accordance between all three
sets of baselines, southern, northern and mixed ones.

In Fig. 4 the comparison between the two time periods is
done for the three sets of baselines, allowing for a more
detailed insight into the comparison of specific baselines.
We find that baseline length repeatabilities were improved
for almost all southern baselines, with only four excep-
tions. Theses are, in order with increasing length of the
baseline, Tc–Ft (16–17 mm), Tc–Hb (25–30 mm), Tc–Ke
(35–40 mm), and the baseline Hb–Ft whose WRMS
increased from 29 mm to 32 mm in the later period.
Three of these baselines include the station Tc, which,
according to Table 1, has contributed to much less sessions
in the later period (77 sessions) than before (147 sessions).
Main improvements are found for the medium length base-
lines (6000–10,000 km), which are mostly baselines between
Africa (Ht, Hh) and Australia (Hb, Ke, Yg).

For the northern baselines, the results of some individ-
ual baselines do change significantly but the total trend
does not change much. Although, a small degradation of
1–2 mm in WRMS is found for the more recent sessions.
This could be the result of a particularly bad performance
of a few baselines in the second half of the period (as visible
in Fig. 4, right), or is due to the generally lower number of
scans and observations per session for the northern stations
in the second period (Table 1).

Also the results for the mixed north–south baselines do
not change significantly between the two investigated time
periods, at least concerning the trend over all baselines.
Studying the individual baselines, for both time periods
we find a couple of outliers showing a bit higher WRMS
values than the rest of the baselines. For the 2012/13 period
these are baselines to Australian stations (Zc–Yg, Ke–Mc,
Ke–Sv), while in the 2013/14 period the results for those
three baselines could be improved and we find worse results
for the baselines Zc–Tc, Sv–Tc, Bd–Tc, and Mc–Hb. As
mentioned above, this could be due to the reduced number
of sessions with Tc. This is also true for the station Mc,
that only contributed to 13 sessions after mid-2013 while
it had 24 sessions in the first period.

While the observed improvements for the southern base-
lines is significant, the reasons for them could be manifold.
The simplest conclusion is that by increasing the participa-
tion of the southern (AuScope) antennas, we achieve better
results. The questions remaining are whether this is purely
due to the new schedules with the increased number of
scans and observations mainly determined through
antenna availability, geography and antenna characteris-
tics, or whether the actual performance of the measure-
ments themselves is decisive. The latter one is influenced
by factors like the station’s local hardware and antenna
capabilities like cabeling, the cooling system, etc. but also
by the local weather conditions. Troposphere is the major
source of error in present day geodetic VLBI. For example,
Nilsson and Haas (2010) showed that different levels of tro-
pospheric turbulence as measured at different stations dur-
ing observations have a direct impact on the results for



Fig. 3. Baseline length repeatabilities (WRMS) for two time periods of R1 and R4 sessions, 2012–2013/6 (left) and 2013/7–2014 (right). Southern baselines
(SS) are marked with squares, north–south baselines (NS) with diamonds, and completely northern baselines (NN) with circles. The lines are quadratic
(linear for NS baselines) fits for each set of baselines.

Fig. 4. Baseline length repeatabilities (WRMS) of southern (SS), northern (NN) and mixed (NS) baselines, comparing two time periods of R1 R4 sessions,
before (filled symbols) and after (empty symbols) mid-2013. Results are given for each individual baseline, and for better visibility a quadratic (linear in
case of the mixed baselines) trend is fitted to the data.
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each station. For our analysis, we used the measurement
error, as determined during the correlation and fringe fit-
ting procedure, for weighting of the individual observa-
tions in the solution.

To investigate the sole effect of the observation plan,
independently from globally different tropospheric condi-
tions or actual performance of the measurements, we turn
to simulations.
3. Simulations

3.1. Simulated baseline length repeatabilities

The simulations were performed with the observation
schedules from the 2012–2014 R1 and R4 sessions
described above using the VieVS simulator. In the simu-
lated observations we account for the three most important
stochastic error sources, namely the wet troposphere, sta-
tion clocks, and measurement error (Petrachenko et al.,
2009; Pany et al., 2010). In order to assess the sole effects
of improved station networks and schedules, we assumed
identical conditions at all stations. Tropospheric turbu-
lence was simulated following Nilsson et al. (2007). We
used initial zenith wet delays of 150 mm, a structure con-

stant of a turbulent troposphere of 1:5� 10�7 m1/3, an
effective height of the troposphere of 2 km, and wind
speeds of 0 m/s in the northern direction and 8 m/s in the
eastern direction. The height increment for integration
was set to 200 m and a correlation interval of 8 h was used.

For the clocks an Allan standard deviation of 1� 10�14 at
50 min was assumed. The measurement error was modeled
as white noise per baseline observation with 30 ps standard
deviation. In Monte Carlo simulations, each session was
simulated 30 times, using new values for zenith wet delays,
clocks, and white noise for each repetition. In the subse-
quent analysis, all observations were weighted equally
and baseline lengths repeatabilities were derived for the full
set of 30 � 302 sessions.

The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 5 and
Table 3. Comparing the simulations to the results of the
real observations, we find good agreement for the southern
baselines, while the simulations are somewhat optimistic



Fig. 5. Simulated baseline length repeatabilities (WRMS) of the 2012–
2013/6 (dashed) and the 2013/7–2014 (solid lines) R1 and R4 sessions. We
distinguish between southern baselines (SS) north–south baselines (NS)
and completely northern baselines (NN). For clarity, only the fits for each
set of baselines are shown.

Fig. 6. Formal uncertainties in right ascension (top) and declination
(bottom) for the observed sources. Values were taken from the ICRF2
(Ma et al., 2009).
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for the northern and mixed baselines. As the simulations
are intended to serve as a comparison for the different sets
of sessions rather than mimic the real data, this is not a
problem for our investigations. The simulations show that,
without consideration of different tropospheric conditions
or actual measurement performance, the second half of
the schedules after mid-2013 (with a larger contribution
from southern stations) gives improved repeatabilities for
southern baselines. This is also visible in the real observa-
tions, although the real observations show an even higher
improvement for the medium-length African Australian
baselines, what is not visible in the simulations. This indi-
cates that the clear improvement for these southern baseli-
nes is also due to other factors. Comparing the results of
the two time periods, the simulations also show that the
addition of more southern stations does not change the
results of fully northern baselines. As the number of scans
and observations did not change for northern stations, this
is what we expect. However, the observations do show a
slight degradation for the more recent sessions. We specu-
late that this is due to some new stations that were only
recently added to the network. Their lower number of base-
line observations show worse WRMS and influence the
overall statistics. This might also be the reason why we
do not see any improvement of the mixed baselines in the
observations as we expected it from the simulations.
However, the fact that mixed baselines are also improved
in the simulations is particularly interesting, as the number
of observations for the mixed baselines did not change
much (see Fig. 2).

We can conclude that in the simulations a clear differ-
ence between the southern and northern baselines persists
even for the more recent sessions, while the results of actual
observations (Fig. 3) do not show such a difference for the
sessions after mid-2013. This proves that there are certainly
more factors involved that influence the results in baseline
WRMS than solely the observing schedules assuming
identical conditions and performance at all stations. A
thorough investigation of these is subject of future studies.
As a first step one could strive to better tune the simula-
tions, in a way that they better reflect the actual observa-
tions. For example, site-dependent tropospheric
conditions as well as clock parameters and measurement
noise could be assumed rather than identical assumptions
for all stations. Further, it might be worth to investigate
the actual performance of the observations as determined
through the quality of the correlated observables.
3.2. Source position uncertainties

Until now, we have assumed zero error in source posi-
tions. In this section we investigate the effect of source posi-
tion errors on the simulated baseline lengths. The source
positions and their uncertainties were taken from the
ICRF2 catalog (Ma et al., 2009). The position uncertainties
of the observed sources are shown in Fig. 6. Most of the
sources have uncertainties better than 0.5 mas, while some
sources show maximal uncertainties of up to 3 mas in right
ascension (RA) and 2 mas in declination (Dec). As the esti-
mated source positions on the celestial sphere are actually
Dec and RA � cosðDecÞ, the errors in right ascension are
usually larger closer to the poles (see Fig. 6, top). In the fol-
lowing we adopted the formal error on the position esti-
mate d, as defined in the ICRF2 document (Ma et al.,
2009):

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

RA�cosðDecÞ þ r2
Dec þ rRA�cosðDecÞrDecC

q
ð1Þ

with C being the correlation between the estimates of RA

and Dec. This value is also given in the ICRF2 catalog.
In Fig. 7 we show the position error d versus declination.
We binned the sources by declination and calculated the



Fig. 7. The dependence of the median position error d of the observed
sources on declination. Sources are binned up by intervals of 20� in
declination. The red squares give the medians for each interval, the
whiskers indicate the 25th and 75th percentile. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Table 4
Simulated WRMS of baseline lengths due to source position errors
determined for the investigated R1 and R4 sessions. Values are given for
three baseline lengths and we distinguish between southern, mixed, and
northern baselines. Further the comparison is done between the results for
the full set of sessions between 2012 and 2014 and the two sets of sessions
before/after mid-2013.

2012–2014 2012–2013/6 2013/7–2014
WRMS 2=6=10 � 103 km 2=6=10 � 103 km 2=6=10 � 103 km

Nominal source position errors

SS 2/6/11 mm 2/ 6/11 mm 2/5/9 mm
NS –/6/9 mm –/ 6/9 mm –/6/9 mm
NN 1/3/6 mm 1/3/5 mm 1/3/6 mm
Improved source position errors < 50 las
SS 1/4/7 mm 1/4/7 mm 1/4/7 mm
NS –/4/7 mm –/4/7 mm –/4/7 mm
NN 1/2/5 mm 1/2/4 mm 1/2/5 mm
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median values as well as the 25th and 75th percentile for
each interval of 20� in declination. It is clearly visible that
sources in the south have higher nominal position uncer-
tainties than sources in the north. This result is well known
(e.g. Ma et al., 2009).

In the simulations, the source position uncertainties
were modeled by randomly shifting the nominal source
position (RA;Dec) by its uncertainty rRA;Dec as given in
the source catalog.

RA ¼ RAþ randn � rRA and Dec ¼ Decþ randn � rDec ð2Þ
The whole set of three years of IVS R-sessions was sim-
ulated 30 times, each repetition moving the sources using
new random numbers (randn) drawn from a normal distri-
bution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1.
One set of source positions was used for all 302 sessions
before using a new random number. We ran source posi-
tion uncertainty-only simulations, where all other stochas-
tic error sources were set to zero.

In the following analysis, source coordinates were fixed
and one set of station positions was estimated for each ses-
sion, applying a no-net-translation and a no-net-rotation
condition on all participating antennas. All other parame-
ters were estimated with default settings, as described
above.

In Table 4 the effect of simulated errors due to source
position uncertainties on baseline lengths repeatabilities
are shown. We find that errors in the source positions
can affect longer baselines (10,000 km) by up to 10 mm.
We find clear differences between southern, mixed, and
northern baselines. Besides larger source position errors
for southern sources, this is likely due to the fact that the
southern baselines are less often observed than the north-
ern ones. Comparing the two time periods, we can see
slightly diminished effects for the second set of sessions
for the southern baselines, where the number of observa-
tions has been improved. For northern and mixed
baselines, no significant differences between the two time
periods were found.

3.3. Improved source position uncertainties

In the final investigation of our study we tested whether
improved source uncertainties would diminish the simu-
lated effects on baseline length WRMS.

At first we investigated the influence of some particu-
larly bad sources on our simulation. Studying the nominal
source position uncertainties for the observed sources, we
find 30 sources with d > 0:5 mas. All of these sources were
observed in less than 13 sessions. Setting the nominal
source position uncertainties of these 30 sources to
0.5 mas and repeating the simulations above showed no
significant effects on the results.

Next we simulated a considerably improved ICRF, i.e.
all source uncertainties (rRA; rDec) were reduced to be better
than or exactly 50 las, which is close to the nominal
ICRF2 noise floor of 40 las. Assuming that a source posi-
tion is determined at the level of about 500 las (r1sess) in
one session, all sources would have to be observed in
N ¼ 100 sessions to reach this target level

(r ¼ r1sess=
ffiffiffiffi
N
p

). At present, the nominal source position
error d is highly correlated with the number of sessions a
source has been observed in. Fig. 8 shows this relation
for the sources that were observed in our investigated ses-
sions. The nominal source position offset as well as the
number of observed sessions were taken from the ICRF2
catalog (Ma et al., 2009).

Repeating the simulations with the improved source
position errors, the results improved by up to 30% or
8 mm in quadrature for the long southern baselines
(Table 4). In Fig. 9 the results of the simulations using
the nominal source position errors and those using the
improved errors are compared.

4. Summary and conclusions

The IVS conducts global VLBI rapid-turnaround exper-
iments twice a week, which are a major input to timely



Fig. 8. Nominal source position offset d versus the number of observed
sessions for each source as given in the ICRF2 document. We binned the
sources by the number of observed sessions, into bins of 10 sessions. The
most right marker (blue) represents all sources that were observed in more
than 100 sessions at the time the ICRF2 was generated. The red squares
(blue diamond) give the medians for each interval, the whiskers indicate
the 25th and 75th percentile. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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EOP time series and future realisations of terrestrial and
celestial reference frames. The distribution of the contribut-
ing VLBI stations is imbalanced with on average five
northern and four southern stations participating in each
session. As a result, stations in the southern hemisphere
have less scans and less observations per session than sta-
tions in the north. Analysing three years of R1 and R4
experiments, we find that before mid-2013 southern baseli-
nes are significantly less precisely determined in WRMS of
baseline lengths than northern baselines, while in the sec-
ond period all baselines show the same repeatabilities.
This proves that the increased observing effort of southern
stations including the Australian AuScope VLBI array
since mid-2013 has helped to overcome a previously signif-
icant inhomogeneity in the results of the two hemispheres.
Fig. 9. Simulated WRMS of session-wise estimated baseline lengths due to so
both antennas located in the southern hemisphere (SS), fully northern baseline
baselines are shown. The solid lines give the results for the nominal source pos
position errors of � 50 las.
In simulations free of non-stochastic station-specific
error sources that might be present in the actual observa-
tions, we confirmed a difference between the hemispheres
for the first period, identifying the observing plan with a
lower number of observations and scans as being responsi-
ble for the better performance of the northern baselines
compared to the north–south and fully southern baselines.
However, the improvement in the simulated results is less
clear than in real observations. The simulations also show
that the imbalance between northern and southern baseli-
nes persists also in the more recent schedules. This indicates
that the actual performance is also dependent of other fac-
tors, as for example the real tropospheric conditions at a
particular station or the actual quality of the observations.

Motivated by the fact that the nominal formal uncer-
tainties of source positions are higher for sources in the
south than sources in the north, we simulated the effect
of source position uncertainties on the baseline length
repeatabilities. Applying only source position uncertainties
(from ICRF2) in simulations, the baseline length WRMS
were about 10 mm for long southern baselines and about
5 mm for long northern baselines. Alternatively, we found
that in present-day networks an improved ICRF2 through
reduced source uncertainties of � 50 las could diminish
the effect of source uncertainties on baseline length repeata-
bilities by up to 30% for the long southern baselines. The
fact that in the more recent schedules there are more obser-
vations to southern sources could help here.

Overall, the presented work confirms that the accuracy
of derived baseline lengths during a VLBI session is
strongly related to the scheduling and antenna availability.
With the recently new southern stations and their increased
observing efforts a clear disadvantage for southern baseli-
nes could be removed. We can conclude that for present-
day networks, with about 10 antennas contributing to a
IVS R-session, the north–south imbalance can be over-
come as long as the in total fewer southern stations partic-
ipate in more sessions than the in total more northern
stations.
urce position errors. We distinguish between fully southern baselines with
s (NN), and mixed baselines (NS). For clarity, only the fits for each set of
ition errors while the dashed lines are the results of using improved source
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